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The urban-rural divide is defining politics worldwide. Canada's election is proof.
The Washington Post, By Henry Olsen, October 22, 2019

Politics in the United States is increasingly defined by an urban-rural divide, with urban
areas turning to the left and rural areas going to the right. Monday’s Canadian election
shows that this trend isn’t limited to the United States.

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s Liberal Party won a second term in power on Monday
even as the opposition Conservative Party won a plurality of the popular vote. That’s partly
because of how Canada apportions its seats in the House of Commons. Unlike in the
United  States,  seats  do  not  need  to  be  roughly  equal  in  population.  Provinces  are
guaranteed that the number of seats they hold in Parliament will either be no fewer than
they had in 1986 or no fewer than the number of senators in each province. This primarily
benefits the four provinces in Atlantic Canada, and the Liberals won 26 of that region’s 32
seats.

The  urban-rural  split,  however,  was  the  bigger  reason  for  Trudeau’s  reelection.  The
Liberals lost  many seats to the Conservatives in rural  areas and historically right-wing
Alberta. But the Tories ran into a Liberal wall when they tried to win suburban ridings in
Toronto, Winnipeg, Ottawa and Vancouver.

Suburban Toronto was the biggest failure. This region held nine of the Tories’ 24 narrowest
defeats in the 2015 election. They needed to win almost all of these to have any chance of
forming government. They gained only one, and that was held by a woman who left the
Liberals for the Tories after 2015. The Conservative suburban candidates did so poorly
that they each received a smaller share of the vote this year than the Tory candidate did in
2015, even though the party gained 2.5 percent of the nationwide share.

Other suburbs followed suit. Conservatives picked up four suburban Vancouver seats but
fell short in four others; they needed to win at least seven to have a chance of forming
government.  They failed  to  pick  up  two  of  the  three  suburban  Winnipeg  ridings  they
needed and also  failed to  win  a single  seat  in  suburban Ottawa.  They even lost  one
contest in suburban Quebec and two races in small cities in New Brunswick, which they
had to carry.

The news was different outside of metropolitan areas. Conservatives won nearly all their
top 24 targets in Alberta or rural regions. They picked up three seats in the rural province
of Saskatchewan and gained rural-based seats elsewhere in Ontario, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia. But when it came to places near Canada’s major cities outside of Alberta,
voters preferred Trudeau’s Liberals.

Recent elections in other countries show similar trends. Poland’s conservative populist
ruling party won that nation’s recent elections, but they lost or ran well behind their national
totals  in  all  nine  of  the  largest  cities.  Hungary’s  conservative  populists,  led  by  Prime
Minister Viktor Orban, lost control of the largest city and capital, Budapest, and 10 other
major cities in this month’s local elections. It kept control, however, of every rural-based
regional assembly. Even normally staid Switzerland got in the act during its elections on
Sunday: Two green parties were the big winners, performing particularly well in the large
cities of Zurich and Geneva.

These trends should give even victorious urban-based parties pause. As economic growth



and wealth flow more toward cities and their suburbs, rural voters are increasingly feeling
left behind and ignored. Urban voters also tend to embrace social changes that rural areas
resist. These trends are fueling the vocal populism that is upending global politics. Simply
winning elections on the basis of urban voting power won’t stop the rural regions’ revolts.

National cohesion always requires compromise. That’s how we ended up with the mixed
economy that dominated the 20th century developed world, as working-class parties that
won national  elections settled for a welfare state rather than instituting purely socialist
economies that would have divided their nations. South Africa’s Nelson Mandela brokered
a similar  compromise,  choosing not  to  pursue economic or  political  retribution against
whites who had created apartheid in exchange for their surrender of political power to the
black majority.

This requirement for compromise works both ways. Conservative populists who want to
win need to accommodate the beliefs of urban and suburban residents as well as their
rural bases. That entails some degree of moderation on social issues and a commitment to
rapid  economic  growth.  Canada’s  Conservative  leader,  Andrew  Scheer,  lost  in  part
because he failed to persuade nervous suburbanites that Canada’s social liberalism would
not be threatened by a party with its roots in conservative and religious regions. The next
Tory leader will need to find a way to do that while not losing the faith of his or her base.

Trudeau told  the  country that  Canadians had voted for  a  “progressive  agenda”  in  his
victory speech. He’s right; moderate progressivism is clearly what global urbanites want.
Whether  they can respect  the need for  social  stability while  they pursue that  agenda,
however, will largely determine whether conservative populism fades or grows.



Facebook exempts political ads from ban on making false claims
The Guardian, By Alex Hern, October 4, 2019

Firm quietly rescinds policy banning false advertising as UK general election looms

Facebook has quietly rescinded a policy banning false claims in advertising, creating a
specific exemption that leaves political adverts unconstrained regarding how they could
mislead or deceive, as a potential general election looms in the UK.

The  social  network  had  previously  banned  adverts  containing  “deceptive,  false  or
misleading content”, a much stronger restriction than its general rules around Facebook
posts.  But,  as reported by the journalist  Judd Legum, in the last week the rules have
narrowed considerably, only banning adverts that “include claims debunked by third-party
fact-checkers,  or,  in  certain  circumstances,  claims  debunked  by  organisations  with
particular expertise”.

Under  Facebook’s  third-party  fact-checking  programme,  it  invites  independent
organisations such as the UK’s Full Fact to verify claims posted to the social network. But
the groups, made up mainly of small charities and nonprofits, are heavily constrained in
how many claims they can fact-check, meaning they often only verify the most viral cases.

But even that limit has been lifted for some political adverts. A separate policy introduced
by the social network recently declared opinion pieces and satire ineligible for verification,
including any website  or  page “with  the primary purpose of  expressing the opinion or
agenda of a political figure”. The end result is that any direct statement from a candidate or
campaign  cannot  be  fact-checked  and  so  is  automatically  exempted  from  policies
designed to prevent misinformation. (After the publication of this story, Facebook clarified
that only politicians currently in office or running for office, and political parties, are exempt:
other political adverts still need to be true.)

The changes, Legum reported, followed a run of Donald Trump adverts that contained
false claims but were not removed under the old rules.

The  new  rules  could  prompt  a  clash  between  Facebook  and  UK  regulators.  The
Advertising Standards Authority does not cover political adverts in Britain, the content of
which is largely unregulated, but it does cover all other adverts, including those posted on
Facebook. The ASA’s code explicitly bans adverts that “materially mislead or [are] likely to
do so”, language that is close to that used in Facebook’s previous policies.

A Facebook spokesman said:  “We don’t  believe that  it’s  an appropriate role  for  us to
referee political debates. Nor do we think it would be appropriate to prevent a politician’s
speech from reaching its audience and being subject to public debate and scrutiny.”

Facebook’s decision comes as the rival  service TikTok takes the opposite stance. In a
blogpost, the social network, whose reported 500 million users would make it the largest in
the world not owned by Facebook, made clear it would not be hosting any political adverts.

“Any paid ads that come into the community need to fit the standards for our platform, and
the  nature  of  paid  political  ads  is  not  something  we  believe  fits  the  TikTok  platform
experience,”  wrote  Blake  Chandlee,  the  company’s  vice-president  of  global  business
solutions. “To that end, we will not allow paid ads that promote or oppose a candidate,
current  leader,  political  party  or  group,  or  issue  at  the  federal,  state,  or  local  level  –
including election-related ads, advocacy ads, or issue ads.”



Chandlee said the decision was prompted by TikTok’s mission “to inspire creativity and
build joy”. That same rationale had been cited by the company, which is owned by the
Chinese startup Bytedance, to explain why it censored posts that went against the political
orthodoxy of  Beijing,  mentioning  topics  such as  the  Tiananmen Square  killings  or  the
independence movement in Taiwan.

When  the  Guardian  revealed  the  censorship,  TikTok  said  the  rules  had  since  been
repealed and replaced  with  ones that  “take  localised approaches”  to  “provide  an  app
experience that fosters their creativity”.



The student vote is surging. So are efforts to suppress it.
The New York Times, By Michael Wines, October 24, 2019

The share of college students casting ballots doubled from 2014 to 2018, a potential boon
to Democrats. But in Texas and elsewhere, Republicans are erecting roadblocks to the
polls.

AUSTIN,  Texas  —  At  Austin  Community  College,  civics  is  an  unwritten  part  of  the
curriculum — so much so that for years the school has tapped its own funds to set up
temporary early-voting sites on nine of its 11 campuses.

No more, however. This spring, the Texas Legislature outlawed polling places that did not
stay open for the entire 12-day early-voting period. When the state’s elections take place
in three weeks, those nine sites — which logged many of the nearly 14,000 ballots that
full-time students cast last year — will be shuttered. So will six campus polling places at
colleges in Fort Worth, two in Brownsville, on the Mexico border, and other polling places
at schools statewide.

“It was a beautiful thing, a lot of people out there in those long lines,” said Grant Loveless,
a 20-year-old majoring in psychology and political science who voted last November at a
campus in central Austin. “It would hurt a lot of students if you take those polling places
away.”

The story at Austin Community College is but one example of a political drama playing out
nationwide: After decades of treating elections as an afterthought, college students have
begun voting in force.

Their turnout in the 2018 midterms — 40.3 percent of 10 million students tracked by Tufts
University’s Institute for Democracy & Higher Education — was more than double the rate
in the 2014 midterms, easily exceeding an already robust increase in national turnout.
Energized  by  issues  like  climate  change  and  the  Trump  presidency,  students  have
suddenly emerged as a potentially crucial voting bloc in the 2020 general election.

And  almost  as  suddenly,  Republican  politicians  around  the  country  are  throwing  up
roadblocks between students and voting booths.

Not coincidentally, the barriers are rising fastest in political battlegrounds and places like
Texas where one-party control is eroding. Students lean strongly Democratic: In a March
poll by the Institute of Politics at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government, 45
percent of college students ages 18-24 identified as Democrats, compared to 29 percent
who called themselves independents and 24 percent Republicans.

Some states have wrestled with voting eligibility for out-of-state students in the past. And
the politicians enacting the roadblocks often say they are raising barriers to election fraud,
not  ballots.  “The threat  to  election  integrity  in  Texas is  real,  and the  need to  provide
additional safeguards is increasing,” the state’s attorney general, Ken Paxton, said last
year in announcing one of his office’s periodic crackdowns on illegal voting. But evidence
of  widespread fraud is  nonexistent,  and the  restrictions  fit  an  increasingly  unabashed
pattern of Republican politicians’ efforts to discourage voters likely to oppose them.

“Efforts to deprive any American of a convenient way to vote will have a chilling effect on
voting,” Nancy Thomas, the director of the Tufts institute, said. “And efforts to chill college
students’ voting are despicable — and very frustrating.”



The headline example is in New Hampshire. There, a Republican-backed law took effect
this fall requiring newly registered voters who drive to establish “domicile” in the state by
securing New Hampshire driver’s licenses and auto registrations, which can cost hundreds
of dollars annually.

The dots are not hard to connect: According to the Tufts study, six in 10 New Hampshire
college students come from outside the state, a rate among the nation’s highest. As early
as 2011, the state’s Republican House speaker at the time, William O’Brien, promised to
clamp down on unrestricted voting by students, calling them “kids voting liberal, voting
their feelings, with no life experience.”

Florida’s Republican secretary of state outlawed early-voting sites at state universities in
2014,  only to  see 60,000 voters  cast  on-campus ballots  in  2018 after  a  federal  court
overturned the ban.  This year,  the State Legislature effectively reinstated it,  slipping a
clause into a new elections law that requires all early-voting sites to offer “sufficient non-
permitted parking” — an amenity in short supply on densely packed campuses.

North  Carolina  Republicans  enacted  a  voter  ID  law last  year  that  recognized  student
identification cards as valid — but  its requirements proved so cumbersome that  major
state  universities  were  unable  to  comply.  A later  revision  relaxed the  rules,  but  much
confusion  remains,  and  fewer  than  half  the  state’s  180-plus  accredited  schools  have
sought to certify their IDs for voting.

Wisconsin Republicans also have imposed tough restrictions on using student  IDs for
voting purposes. The state requires poll workers to check signatures only on student IDs,
although some schools issuing modern IDs that serve as debit cards and dorm room keys
have removed signatures, which they consider a security risk.

The law also requires that IDs used for voting expire within two years, while most college
ID cards have four-year expiration dates. And even students with acceptable IDs must
show proof of enrollment before being allowed to vote.

“Universities have had to decide one by one whether they want to modify their IDs to make
them acceptable, issue a second ID for voting purposes or do nothing,” said Barry Burden,
the director of the Elections Research Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. “And
they’ve all gone in different directions.”

While legislators call the rules anti-fraud measures, Wisconsin has not recorded a case of
intentional  student  voter  fraud  in  memory,  Mr.  Burden  said.  But  a  healthy  turnout  of
legitimate  student  voters  could  easily tip  the  political  balance in  many closely  divided
states.

Senator Maggie Hassan of New Hampshire, a Democrat, won election in 2016 by 1,017
votes  over  her  Republican  rival,  Kelly  Ayotte.  Gov.  Roy  Cooper  of  North  Carolina,  a
Democrat,  won  that  year  by  about  10,000  votes  in  a  state  with  nearly  500,000
undergraduates. And Donald J. Trump carried Wisconsin by fewer than 23,000 votes; the
University of Wisconsin system alone enrolls more than 170,000 students.

Some critics suggest that opposition to campus-voting restrictions is overblown — that
students can find other IDs to establish their identities, that campus polling sites are a
luxury not afforded other voters.



But local  election officials  generally put  polls  where they are needed most,  in  packed
places like universities and apartment complexes or locations like nursing homes where
access is difficult.

Repeated studies have shown that making voting convenient improves turnout. And while
it  is  difficult  to  say  with  certainty  what  causes  turnout  to  decline,  anecdotal  evidence
suggests that barriers to student voting have done just that. Nationwide, student turnout in
the 2016 presidential election exceeded that of the 2012 presidential vote — but according
to the Tufts institute, it fell sharply in Wisconsin, where the state’s voter ID law first applied
to students that year.

Hurdles to student voting are hardly limited to politically competitive states. Most notably,
the voter ID law in deeply Republican Tennessee does not recognize student ID cards as
valid for voting, and legislators have removed out-of-state driver’s licenses from the list of
valid identifications.

A Tennessee  law  requiring  election  officials  to  help  register  high  school  students  is
commonly skirted via a loophole, said Lisa Quigley, the top aide to Representative Jim
Cooper, a Tennessee Democrat and voting rights advocate. And cities like Nashville and
Knoxville,  with  large concentrations  of  college students,  have no campus early voting
polling places, she said.

Tennessee ranks 50th in voter turnout among the states and the District  of  Columbia.
“We’re terrible at voting,” Ms. Quigley said. “And it’s intentional.”

Only Texas’ turnout is worse. And as in Tennessee, voting is particularly difficult for the
young.

Texas law requires educators to distribute voter registration forms to high school students,
but the requirement appears to be ignored by most of the state’s 3,700 secondary schools.
And while many states allow students to preregister at 16 or 17, and even vote in primaries
if they turn 18 by Election Day in November, Texas bars students from registering until two
months before their 18th birthday, the nation’s most restrictive rule.

The state’s voter ID law — among the most onerous, though softened by court rulings —
still  excludes  college  and  university  ID  cards  and  only  allows  the  use  of  out-of-state
driver’s licenses that many students carry if voters sign a form swearing that they couldn’t
reasonably acquire an accepted ID and explaining why.

Some Texas schools have sought for years to lower those barriers. At the University of
Texas at Austin, a group called TX Votes has greatly increased turnout by rallying students
against voting restrictions and enlisting scores of campus groups in voting and registration
campaigns.

Austin Community College, whose 39,000 full-time and 33,000 part-time students sprawl
over campuses in four Texas counties, pursues a similar strategy. The system’s student
body is drawn largely from working-class and minority families.

In addition to sponsoring the campus voting, it gives its employees two hours off during
every election to cast ballots.
It is not the only Texas college to set up campus voting. North of Austin, Southwestern
University collected ballots from more than half of its 1,500 students last November in a
one-day visit by a mobile polling place. Tarrant County, whose largest city is Fort Worth,



racked up 11,000 votes at  mobile  campus sites;  Cameron County,  in  southern Texas,
opened three campus sites and reaped nearly 2,800 votes.

Dollar  for  dollar,  mobile  voting sites  were  “the  most  effective  program we had,”  Dana
DeBeauvoir, the Travis County clerk and chief elections official, said.

State legislators took a dimmer view. Last spring, State Representative Greg Bonnen, a
Republican  from  suburban  Houston,  filed  legislation  to  require  that  all  polling  places
remain open during the whole early-voting period, eliminating pop-up polls. He argued that
local politicians were using the sites to attract supportive voters for pet projects like school
bond issues.

The Texas Association of Election Administrators opposed the change, and Democratic
legislators proposed to exclude college campuses, nursing homes and other sites from the
requirement. But Republicans rejected the changes and passed the bill on largely party-
line votes.

There  are  efforts  to  push  back  at  the  restrictions  on  student  voting.  The  elections
administrator in Dallas County, Toni Pippins-Poole, decided after the Legislature outlawed
temporary polls to spend the money needed to make pop-up voting sites on eight college
campuses permanent.

In New Hampshire, the state chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union is suing to undo
the  State  Legislature’s  domicile  law.  The  League  of  Women  Voters  and  the  Andrew
Goodman Foundation, a Mahwah, N.J., nonprofit group focused on protecting voting rights
for young people, are contesting Florida’s parking requirements for polls in federal court.

Purdue University said last month that it would temporarily not charge out-of-state students
a fee for ID cards, which are valid for voting in Indiana. Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Purdue’s
president  and the  state’s  Republican governor  from 2005 to  2013,  said  he wanted to
encourage civic literacy among students.

Advocates for student voters argue that those are the exceptions.

“Everyone 18 years and older has a right,  if  not a duty,  to participate in our electoral
system,” said Maxim Thorne,  the managing director  of  the Goodman Foundation.  “We
should  be  having  conversations  about  how  to  make  it  easier,  how  to  make  it  more
welcoming, how to make it worthy of our time and effort. And what we’re seeing is the
reverse.”



Boris  Johnson's  Brexit  will  hurt  disadvantaged people  the  most.  No wonder  he
doesn't want them voting
The Independent, By Clive Lewis*, October 24, 2019
(*a labor MP)

Just as the prime minister is aping Donald Trump with his nationalist rhetoric, he is also
copying the Republican Party’s strategy of lowering turnout among disadvantaged groups

Every time the Tories are in government, our democracy takes a battering. In the 1980s,
Thatcher hacked away at our trade unions and abolished the Greater London Council.
Boris Johnson tried to prorogue parliament to get his disaster of a Brexit through, bringing
hundreds of thousands out onto the streets for the “Stop The Coup” protests, and seeing
his cynical strategy overturned by the Supreme Court in the process. 

But with the Brexit drama going on and on, it is easy to miss what else the Tories are doing
to harm our democracy.

The government has announced that it will bring forward plans for compulsory photo ID at
elections. While there is no evidence that there is a significant issue with voter fraud, there
is plenty of evidence that making ID a compulsory part  of voting strips people of their
democratic rights. Recent limited trials of voter ID across 10 councils resulted in more than
700 people being denied a vote. 

It’s pretty clear who is affected by these measures – young people, ethnic minorities and
low income voters. A 2016 Electoral Commission report highlighted that 11 million citizens
do not have a passport or driving license. In 2017, the government’s own figures stated
that while 76 per cent of white people possess a driving license, only 52 per cent of black
people do. 

Voter suppression is, of course, not new. In the US, requiring voters to produce photo ID in
order to vote is just part of a much wider and more open system of discrimination against
poor and ethnic minority voters. Like measures to purge infrequent voters from the roles or
prove citizenship, these measures claim to be about curing a problem – in-person voter
fraud – which simply does not exist on any scale.

In reality, they are an echo of openly racist laws that continued into the 1960s in the south,
which  required  voters  to  prove  their  literacy,  and  so  disenfranchised  black  voters.
Unsurprisingly, all of the recent voter ID laws have been introduced by Republicans. 

Introducing the same measures here in the UK will not be about trying to make the ballot
box safer, it is a blatant attempt to rig the next general election. The rationale is pretty
simple: the Tories rely on voters who are older, whiter and richer. Fewer than 40 per cent
of people who hold a driving licence voted Labour in 2017, whereas almost half voted Tory.
And almost 60 per cent of people who don’t hold a driving licence voted Labour. 

The government wants to force through a race-to-the-bottom Brexit, which will hit working
class, young and Bame people hardest. Their plans for voter ID effectively amount to voter
suppression  among these  groups.  This  is  nothing  less  than an all-out  assault  on  the
marginalised  sections  of  society  –  their  living  standards,  their  communities,  and  their
democratic rights as well. 

It is not a surprise that the Tories are heading down this path. Just as Boris Johnson is
aping Donald Trump with  his  nationalist  rhetoric around Brexit,  he is also copying the



Republican  Party’s  plans  to  win  elections  by  lowering  turnout  among  disadvantaged
groups. Clearly the Tories are learning from their right-wing allies across the pond in how
to whip up division and disenfranchise people. 

Labour and other opposition parties must now unite with civil society to campaign against
these deeply worrying plans. We need to remove Boris Johnson from No 10 and get a
Labour government to lead a renewed democratisation of our society, our politics, and our
institutions.



Vocabulary of the documents :

divide : clivage, fracture
trend : tendance, mode
term : mandat
to apportion : attribuer, affecter, allouer
split : scission, fracture, division
right-wing : de droite
ridings : comtés
failure : échec
a share : une part
narrow : étroit, restreint, réduit
suburbs : banlieue
to follow suit : emboîter le pas, suivre
to fall short : ne pas satisfaire, être en dessous de
contest : compétition, course
ruling :  au pouvoir
wealth : richesse
to be left behind : délaissé, oublié, laissé pour compte, négligé
to fuel : attiser
to upend :renverser, vaincre
welfare state : état providence
to broker : négocier
to accommodate : accueillir, recevoir
commitment : engagement
urbanites : citadin
agenda : programme
to fade : diminuer, s'estomper, décliner
to rescind : annuler, casser, abroger, résilier
turnout : (taux de) participation
to mislead : tromper, duper, induire en erreur
to loom : menacer, planer, se profiler
deceptive : trompeur, mensonger
to debunk : réfuter, discréditer, briser, dévoiler
charity : assocation caritative
to lift : soulever
statement : déclaration
to be exempted from : exempt, dispensé de
to run for office : candidater, se présenter aux élections
claim : allégation, revendication, demande
to prompt : demander, inciter, provoquer, déclencher
spokesman : porte-parole
advocacy : plaidoyer
advocacy advertising : publicité idéologique / d'opinion
issue ad : publicité thématique
to provide : fournir
to cast a ballot : voter
boon : bienfait, bénédiction
roadblock : barrage
polls : scrutins / sondages
to outlaw : proscrire, mettre hors-la-loi
to tap : taper sur, marquer
polling place/ station : bureau de vote



afterthought : pensée après coup
voting booth : isoloir
to wrestle with : se battre contre, lutter contre
eligibility : éligibilité, droit
safeguard : précaution, garde-fou
attorney general : procureur général (US), ministre de la justice
to crackdown (on) : réprimer, sévir contre
a crackdown : répression, mesures répressives
unabashed : évident, éhonté
pattern : motif récurrent
to deprive (of) : priver (de)
despicable : méprisable, ignoble, abject
to back : soutenir
to secure : assure
to clamp down on : sévir contre, mettre un frein à
to reinstate : rétablir, réintégrer
amenity : commodité
cumbersome : encombrant, lourd, fastidieux
to comply with : se conformer à
enrollment : inscription, affiliation
to tip : faire basculer, faire pencher
undergraduate : étudiant (de premier cycle)
overblown : exagéré
convenient : pratique
to register : inscrire
aide : assistant, adjoint
to soften : adoucir, assouplir, atténuer
to reap : récolter
to push back : repousser 
a bill : un projet de loi
to pop up : apparaître
worthy of : digne de
to prorogue : suspendre, proroger
to overturn : renverser, rejeter, annuler
to harm : nuire à
to bring forward : présenter, introduire
to strip someone from something : enlever, retirer quelque chose à quelqu'un
trial : procès / tentative
driving license : permis de conduire
rationale: raisons, logique
to purge: éliminer, exclure, se débarrasser de
to produce: produire, donner, présenter
citizenship: citoyenneté
to cure: guérir
disenfranchise: priver du droit de vote
assault: agression attaque
living standards: conditions/niveau de vie
to head down a road : emprunter une voie
to whip up: attiser, rallier
to remove: enlever, supprimer, retirer
to renew: renouveler
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